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\

D. Currier to Give
Pianoforte Lecture

New London,

.

ThU1'8day, May 9, 1963

,\

A.A'iley
Dance Performance
Brings Bravos
from Audience
'

Each year the Music Club of
Connecticut Coli e sponsors a by Coeily Dell
\
.
eg
.
.
The sound of bravos, a sound
guest mU~lC~an0: musteologtst almost never heard during the acwhose toPIC IS of Interest to the anemic year at Connecticut Colo,
college community at large. This lege, filled Pamer AUditorium on
year a lecture and piano recital

Connecticut,

ey maintains a continuous cur.
rent of bustling, purposeful movement; by the unbelievahls- rippIing, waving quality of arm, pel.
vis, and chest movement in IIWad_

Friday night 'at the close of the ing in the Water" the balance of

Will be given by Donald Currier performance of the Alvin Ailey movement against the compulo Frid
Ma 10
t 7-30
Dance Theater. It was a welcome sive music is held. Even in "Sin.n
ay, .
Y
, a
.
p:m. sound indeed, especially for those ner Man," Mr. Ailey succeeds
ill the main
lounge of Crozier- who have worked hard to create somehow in fo-llowing explosion
Williams. The topic will be 'The on the campus a more-than-sea- by explosion in movement, hold.
Pianoforte--An Instrument with serial interest in dance. What ing the energy at a climactic level
a Personality?" Musical illustra- prompted the thunderous reo throughout the piece. The contritions for the lecture- ecttaj will sponse of the good-sized audience bution of lighting to' dance, in
r. I
was the Negro Spiritual Suite, this case the intense red of the
be ~en
from the mUSICof Scar- "Revelations," the final work of cyclorama, is very evident here.
latti, Beethoven, Schumann, Cho- the performance.
The short transitional passage
pin, an~ Debussy.
Alvin Ailey has said that you which establishes the personality
Mr. Currier was on the Con. know a dance is good when it is of the finale as a spirited inter.
nectfcut faculty from 1947·1951 at impossible to describe it. This re- play between boys and girls, leads
which time he joined the .Yale viewer knows only too well how into a dance of sheer joy, "Rocka
School of Music Where he is now good "Revelations" is. In this My Soul in the Bosom of Abra.
an Associate Professor of Piano- work, the idea of dance theater ham." Whether one sees in this
forte.
Mr. Currier has given becomes clear. Costumes, light- piece the expression of a religious
many recitals, both in the U.S. Ing, music, spectacle, movement- kind of-ecstasy, or just joy of life
and in such foreign cultural cen- all these elements are necessary in general, one feels that "Rocka
ters as London, Amsterdam and conditions to the work and none My. Soul" must be unsurpassed
Paris.
'
is .subordinate to the others. The anywhere for its utter vitality
Sustained group movement of "I and exuberance. It is a superlaBeen 'Buked," the development of tive mood with which to leave an
The Connecticut College Or- support and suspension in the audience.
chestra, Margaret Wiles conduct. beautiful pas de deux, "Fix Me,
"Labyrinth," the work which
ing, will perform Tuesday, May Jesus," (James Truitte 'and Alto- preceded "Revelations," had its
14, at 8:30 p.m. io Crozier.Wli. vise Gore), and the suspended ten. second performance in New LonIiams Dance Studio. The program sion of Mr. Truitte's solo, HI Want don. When it was premiered at
will include Mendelssohn's Piano to Be Ready," are examples of Brooklyn Academy of Music last
Ooncerto, with Eunice Schriner, the "dynamic image" at its most week, the New York Times resoloist; Corelli'g La Folia, played exquisite. The compulsion of the viewer criticized it as an inferior
by Judy Humphrey, violin: Ben- music in "Honor, Honor," "Wad- imitation of Martha Graham's
jamin's JamaJ.can Rumba; Bee- ing in the Water," and "Sinner Greek works. The difference in the
thoven's Symphony No. 1; and Man," require of the dance that interpretations of the Greek idea
Hindemith's Funf Stucke.
its energy remain at a peak given 'by Mr. Ailey and Miss Grathroughout. By careful use of ham seem to this reviewer to renprops in "Honor, Honor," Mr. Ail·
see -tAo AUey"-Page 4
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Letters· To The Editor

ConnCensus
Established 1916

confront their audience en masse,
a dancer-friend, "makes such a there Is no justification that those
To the editor:
who do not wish to take part in
-tremendous difference?"
.
Upon the termination of the sevacaUOna.
After having heard such praise this unplanned discussion should
second cI.au entry authortzed at New London. Connecticut.
ries of Bach concerts which have of Connecticut's summer School be branded as "disre~p~~tfuI"for
been presented over the past two of Dance, I really expected more suggesting the possibility
of a
years, we would Ilke to commeI1:d of a carry-over. Perhaps I was vote for adjournment.
Member
.... In.,.lf
'Of uno."" .."In''l.'
IT
both Mr. Quimby and the mUSICwrong. But I think I was not
Susan Epstein '64
NaIl_I AdvertIsIng Senlce, Inc. Aoooclated Collegiate P...,..
department. We regret to see the
OoUep Pub1ll.hen JIepreMlIIta.uve
alone.
fin
'66
18 £&8t 50 SL
New York, N. Y.
end or this fine and highly enMariani" Kau an
Amalgo "A Fiasco"
Intercollegiate
Press
,.I .....
ff _ fflTf. _ lot ... "U' .....
'U.CI"O
joyable series and only hope that
I think it will be agreed by all
another program of Its caliber
tbat Tues,day night's Amalgo dewill be forthcoming.
63 To the editor:
1IaDadn~ Edl'&or
generated into a fiasco of ridicuDance
Group
should
be
comAgnes W. Cochran'
Barbara Goldmark
mended for playing a l~e role lous proportions in which indiviCarol S. Weber '63
in contributing to the reVltaliza' dual personality battles began to
Bdltorlal Staff
tion of spirit which seems to have take precedence over the issues.
AMbtailt Ne.n ICdlton
Ge1.w0llva
'SS, Holly Lee Schanz '64 To the editor:
characteriZed this year. The or- It is not my intent to offer opinr-.tare
IWtor
Vir
a Chambers '65
N...
LInda Cohen,64
Just a few comments on re- ganization'S more-than·ample con- ion on the issues involved. In fact,
Cop,. BaI_
Ch anne Zylman '64
quired courses. We believe ~hat tribution has been evident in the I'm not quite sure what they
A8alataa& CoDy Bdl$or
Martha WilHams '65
Makeup BclilOn
Joan nuccrarent '66, Sue Leiser '66
a student coming to Connecticut programs which it has both spon- were. They were flying fast and
AdVertlslnj.~
Nancy Slnkln '64
College should be mature enough sored and itself produced, but has furiously and included use of first
Bume-8
Carol Davis '65
ExehaD&:1lICdlton
EmUy Littman '65. Beth Murphy '65 to want to investigate as many never been so happily praisewor- names
senior excuses fro m
C1reulatloa
Donna Maulsby '66
areas of interest as possible-she thy as in its supreme and flnal Amalgo, r~spect for Presidents,
8eDlor Board
should not have to. Most of us donation for the year: the AlVIn respect for Amalgos and a few
Marte Birnbaum '&4, SUlan EDateln '64. Ellen Greenspan '64, Amy Gross '63.
find that we would take a large Ailey Dance Theater.
other subsidiary points. I say subLinda LIebman '63, All180n McGrath '64.,
variety of courses without any
Mr. Ailey and his company are sidiary points because it seems to
specifications. It has.become more indubitably among the finest per- me the crucial issue involved is
Judy BaJlen. Nannette Citron, Carolyn crcseies, Gay Justin, Carolyn Lewis.
to walk into formers that have ever appeared whether or not a student body
Janet Matthews, Janet sandberg, carolyn sbemrom, Brucie Stoddard, ChrIs- and more depressing
tine Upham. Ruth zaIeske.
a required course to find the in- on this campus, and repr~nt the which has grown to the proporstructor lamenting that "1 know culmination of an academICyear tions ours has is too unwieldly to
you're only here because this which has brought wlth it both engage in the kind of direct decourse is required, therefore. etc., exciting activities and a refresh- mocracy idea which Amalgo reping attitude from the college com- resents. -This. same issue
etc., etc,"
preIf a course were taught with- munity. Individual interest in va- sented itself last year when Sandy
out this gloomy approach, we be- rious college activities has boost- Loving was student body presllieve that our education would be ed the morale of the student body dent. Obviously, the issue has not
The purpose of a college such as Connecticut is to provide more enjoyable and that the in- in general, and this high level of resolved itself, nor has it been restructor would show more enthu- morale has in turn even further solved. I think it positively inwomen with separate bun. equal education. This implies that siasm in his presentation know· stimulated individual enthusiasm. ane to subject either Joanna or
women's capabilities and potentialities
are equal. It would ing that he would be teaching The circle can only get wider, and ourselves to another ~imilarkind
be expected that faculty members in influential positions intereste<l students.
for assuming a large part in its of meeting. Ther~fore a solution
would hold this principle in high regard and use this influAdd to this the fact that a stu· conception, Dance Group must be must be found-and its sources,
ence in aiding students to realize their potentials.
In many dent usually finds one area that gratefully acknOWledged.
I propose, are twofold: the stuMartha Williams '65 dent body and the elected student
cases such encouragement has been given.
she herself '1aments" having to
But then why is the percentage of students going on to take. Her work and performance
representatives.
. th fifty
The students who stood up and
gra d ua t e sc h 00 I so Iow an d w h y me-one
years 0f't 1 S in this course will suffer, and To the edl·tor.·
. te nce h as Connec t'ICUt> sen t b are Iy one- f ou rth th a t num- what was
hoped would happen
chided the assembly for disre·
eXlS
th
Amalgo
is
a
delightful
tradi·
'l 1>
d
when
e requirements were forhas mulated-that this course would tion. It stimulates discussion, it spect were understandably motib er 0f gra d ua t es on to me dica I sc h 00 I Wh 1 e ....arnar
valed, but they were equally out
fifty premedical students at present?
open up new fields of interest...,. informs the college community,
of order with those seniors who
Certainly freshmen have enough tfllthusiasm. In the major will serve to enlarge the gull be- it serves as the market place for sought an early dismissal. I think
conferences last yea!" at least twenty-five girls appeared at tween the· student and the sub· controversial issues, it provides a it not asking too much of any inthe premj'd section. They wanted to find out about the pro- ject. Everyone has interests, but setting for knitting, and it stirs dividual's intelligence to realize
p gram th~y would have to take for entrance into medical there are limits, especially if the tempers. It also allows us to pre· that in a group discussion only
•
h ,1 Wh t th
f
d
t
th t
h
h
student finds hersell in a year's serve a newly sanctified tradition, one issue can be discussed at a
,.SC
a
ey oun ou was
a suc a program
ere
that of presenting "New Busiit is nonexistent.
What they also discovered was that their in- course.
ness." The time res'erv.ed after time and that therefore she must
at cer'es
. t's were I00 k ed upon as msmcere
. .
We feel that it is time for are- announcements of an official na· discipline herself to restrain frqm
an d unrea I"Isbc an d appraisal
h
h
'd
h
d . d
of the general require·
at t e gUl ance t ey eSlre was not forthcoming.
They ments in hope that some prog. ture are presented, and votes on extraneous comments - be they
ad only their own somewhat shaken self-confidence and ress will be made in the immedi· issues are taken, and old topics moral, sentimental, or political':udgment to use in mapping out a four year course of study ate future towards a more gen· are rehashed, is used for students until the issue at hand has been
which would be acceptable to a medical school. Wherever eral relaxation of obligation.
to present, usually in rapid suc- disposed of.
But since all individuals, whatthey turned requirements overlapped requirements and sugElizabeth Olson '65 cession, a series of opinions and ever may be the reason, do not
gestions countered suggestions.
They were urged to choose
Sue Heller '65
observations that may become always act in accordance with
a non-science major,
yet
the
possibility
of
doing
this
plus
the
fornext
an officialannounce·
.
f
d
menttopic
at the
Amalgo, or may this precept, it is up to the chair~
taking the reqUlred courses was slim. Being reshmen an To the editor:
just be an airing of a gripe or man of the discussion to see that
they do. I have only sympathy
unsure many took easy alternatives
and their dream died
Though not an official offering suggestion.
under the stress.
of the Spring Weekend, the Alvin. The President of Student Gov· for Joanna's position. However,
We can SE\ethat it is important that women who choose Ailey dance performance on Fri· ernment makes it her policy to if we are going to pattern our
careers be strong and devoted. But strength and devotion day night nonetheless attracted Fall for announcements to be pre- student government after. the
are not inherent in seventeen and eighteen year olds fresh many students whose initial in· sented to her ahead of the Ammgo pattern of more inclusive legislaout of high school. These are qualities which must grow and terest was the weekend. This and in order to arrange her agenda tive bodies, then it is imperative
develop as new horizons appear. If students making a first the response given to Mr .. AileY and thus carry on an organized that we follow their pattern of
Though we
attempt at finding a goal have their ambitions scorned and by the large partiClpation In an d and pertinent meeting. Discussion procedure as well.
_.
..
.
Wltnessmg of the Master class that is unanticipated certainly may mimic Robert's Rnles of
crushed, It WIll be a rarIty If anyone SUrvIves.
-held the following morning were should not be stifled. Is this not Order obviously, there is a need
We agr.:;e with the principle that wom~n must be enco~r- equally gratifying.
what our Amalgo exists for? - for them. That the Parliamenta·
aged to thInk for themselves and to !illd mdependen.ce w!'lle
Although the spectator interest to allow a student to express span· rian memorize every page of this
at college. But there are too many JUnIors and semors Just in both of the dance activities taneously a considered opin· great book is of course unneceswandering aimlessly without direction. Had they been shown was a direct result of Mr. Ailey's ion. Nor, should the President's sary, but II we agree to follow it
a path and made aware of the kinds of paths accessible many outstanding performance, I think sincere attempts to keep order be then she must be able to rule
would have given them careful consideration and possibly that the result IS now a newly ridiculed or shown disrespect. when someone is out of order.
have a goal set toward which they could devote their now mterested audience,. an already· However, the free time for the ex· The minute the qiscussion grows
re tl ss en mes
G.E O. eXIstmg dance audience freshly pression of opinions does not ev- unwieldy the gavel should bang,
s e
ere-a..
.
taut, and a dance group more elude the possibility of an' opin- the chainnan should request a
keenly anxious than ever to pur- ion desiring adjournment to be ruling from the Parliamentarian,
sue the study.
voted upon. Adjournment of a and proceed accordingly. . If the
I think that the concern for meeting is a privilege intrinsic assemblage doesn't like the rul·
modern dance (which has been in the privilege of calling a meet- ing, the~-itis in their power to
aroused, renewed, or strength- ing. It is disrespectful of both change the rules,- but once the
ened, as the case may be) is gen- the privilege of discussion and de- rules are agreed upon it is incumuine. But, to devote as much corum, to challenge, in any way bent upon the students to \ abide
strength, time, skill, and will as other than a parliamentary vote, by them and the chairman to enthe dancers did Saturday seems a student's desire to cease a me~. force them until they are changed.
\
somewhat unfultilling because of mg.
Unless this simultaneous action
the lack of even a chance to folAll during the Spring's elec- Is possible,our Amalgos turn into
10)V up this experience. And to tion proceedings, we were made useless immature babblings and
dismiss the new audience which conscious of the various channels we would do better to dispense
a w a its
command {but from open for student communication with them. I don't think this lat·
whom ?)-and to dismiss them so and the expression of opinion ter step is inevitable or even necharshly-is regrettable. Because other than Amalgo. Certainly essary. Larger bodies than ours
in them is another opportunity to topics, that legitimately fall un· somehow manage to maintain
create culturally alert citizens.
der the head of l~ew Business" some semblance of intelligent dis·
In view of these groups, it may often find their best means cussion. But unless we can learn
seems deplorable that interested of communication through the !o <\0 the same on so simple an
persons are not given more· op- Amalgo. However, issues that re- ISSUeas the use of surnames by
portunity to participate regularly quire discussion and consensus professors then we will be relein this activity, that more in- unless made a part of the Presi: gated to the ignominious position
struction is not available to stu· dent's agenda for the meeting of WallOwingin triviality the rest
dents.
Specifically, why isn't might better be ex pre sse
of our IIve.s.If it seems to us noW
dance instruction obtainable nine through channels where consid- that tlur national and internationmonths of the school year instead ered and cogent opinions can be al government conferences often
of four? And during this time, returned. The use of the news- ~et bogged down by superfluous
five days of the week instead of paper, class meetings and infor. Issues, woe be to these means of
\al£e;~ To f:,t> .. ,
just two? Why aren't more dj- mal discussions often would procommunication when the uwe" of
verse techniques offered to us? yj~e a source for an expression of
~EEI\ ' I •
And why the lack of musical ac- opmion. However, even if the Tuesday night get hold of them.
comp~iment which, according to concerned students stlll wish to Unless, that is, we are able to
See ''Letter''-Page
3
Publlabed by the students ot COnnecticut COllege every Thunday throughout the collep )fear trom september to June, except dur1n& mid-yean
and

_ri~lii
-
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Co•• Ce.a.a

Tbunda,., May 9,1968
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Letter
(Continued.

trom

Pan Two)

of B' !f""$ QuMtIooed

To the editors:
The chaotic response triggered
by the freshmen's concern for establishing closer llalBons between
themselves and their professors
was an Invalidation of the philosophy which
the -Oppcsltion
brought agalns the proposal. Numerous members
of the upper
classes declaimed a slackening In
decorum and a decllne In respect
for the professors would result If
students were called by their first
names In class, rather than, as In
tradition, by their last The tone
and lack of method of the ensuing
discussion on this point Is to me a
manifestation of an already questionable standard of student respect for people and institutions,
whether it be Amalgo, our Prestdent. a professor, or a student.
If memers of the student body
cannot act responsibly and politeIy to organize succinct, inteillgent
articulation on a matter of general concern, then it seems unrealistic to believe that the continued use of an archaic formality
will be an incentive to or a significant gesture of sincere respect, and thus promote "decorum" in the classroom or anywhere else.
Genevieve Bartlett '65

:;.=:::::=

y;,;:~er~

year there have been freshman
dorms, and until now there has
not been such a universal dlssatIsfaction expressed as was tonl ht
g
The dlssatis.!actlon, however, Is
not to be dealt with In the realm
of student-teacher relations, as
suggested. It mas stated that, al·
"
though being a "demand on the
faCUlty," informality In class
would help the situation, Some
teachers do use first names In ad.
dressing their students in class;
personal reasons are sufficient to
justify the use of more formal
appellations by others. It was further s u g g est e d that studentteacher relations should be more
·
that the freshmen sense
Casual,
a barrier and would eliminate it
by making "demands" on their
teachers. Indeed the problem extends beyond the Class of '66,
The barrier is set up by the freshman, by any student. It is lack of
Inltiatlve on the part of the student, which lack results in the ex.
pressed dissatisfaction. As far as
fellow students' are concerned,
what harm is there in asking
Miss so-and-so's first name? And,
regarding teachers, they are there
-go see them. In knowing classmates or teachers, it is ulimately
the effort of the individual stu.
dent which needs to be worked
upon.

Reviewer Finds Russian Novel
T 0 H ave U·livers al AppIication
.
I

ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF give In to the hell of a lifetime In
come out of our egocentric selves
IVAN DENISOVICH by Alexan- prlson-and
countless oth ......
der Solzhenltsyn. Translated by
It Is evIdent that Shukov'a
for a long enough minute to learn
Ronald HIngley and Max Hay- world Is a microcosm of Soviet
something from the experience
ward. Bantam Books, 60 cents. society In general
Solzhenltsyn
and to act in accordance with this
ONE
DAY
IN
THE
LIFE
OF
hints
at
the
parallels
In several
new or renewed understanding.
IVAN DENISOVICH
!sed t passages, the most striking being
prom
0
a
discussion
between
two
Inmates
Judy Sheldon '64
be a literary sensation when it of Einstein's tum "Ivan the Ter·
passed the Soviet censors and
S uk
real
was pubilshed in Moscow by the rible" durig which h ov
.
IIlberal mont hIy "Novy MIr" 10 vantage
Izes thatover
the the
prisoner's
one ad·
"tree"
worker
is,
lAck of DIscIplIne EvIdent
November, 1962. The long-awaited ironically, his freedom of expresexpose of life in a Northern con- sion I". . . the squealers didn't
To the editors:
centration camp sparked sales even bother to tell on you. The BeThe lack of decorum and disci·
faster than a magazine could curity fellows couldn't care Iess,")
pllne exhibited by the anarchic
print. and when two editions (the
rdI reall
mob at Amalgo leads me to quescopyright of only one was om- But in spite of its so d
.
'
ties, ONE
DAY IN THE
OF
tion seriously the entire Institucially
contract ed) appeared in th e IVAN
DENISOVICH
Is LIFEthan
United States in January of this
t
i al Indlctm mtoref the
tion. If we as a college communiyear, critics sailed the novelette Soa
vicategortc
d end 0 wh
ty cannot discuss a question, even
. llt erary even t an d pre- seeke morbid
sys em,sensationalism
an rea ers will
0
as a major
so ridiculous a question as the
dieted extensive social and poll- be greatly
disappointed. (The
freshmen's proposal, without retical repercussions. But now it novel's initial wide-spread publlseems that the "new wave" of
f
verting to the more brainless
city asri such dperhaps
or
Soviet literature is becoming old Its
lln ) accounts
0 th
habIts of the young female, then
cu
ous
ec
e.
n
e
eonhat to Americans-although Vlad·
th
th
t aIn
we are being misled somehow in
imir Andreyev's GamaUs, a col. trary,
e au or res r
s, or
rather condenses. his emotions in
our concept of what Amalgo Is
lectlon of stories with a similar
bl
f b d j
nation 0 ulalis
aw y argon,d
for. Amalgo Is nelther for the dissetting, came out Just this month, a com
I
fill
coo
r
u
co
oq
cussion of parliamentary proeedand a newer wave of Hungarian trai ht b] tl
rtam, an
Sh
s
gbee 0 ec ve Ev
repo
ge.
uliterary rebels, again inspired by k
d
ure nor the wistful revelation of
ov
omes
an
eryman,
an
Solzheitsyn's
novel,
was
reported
hi
h
I
rsal
h
the homesickness of the Freshs message
as un ve
uman
last week in- the New York Tbn~ sIgn
If!
man Class. Either we understand
cance In a reg imen ted wor Id
ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF 0f non-h uman val ues. HIs s tru gflrmIy what we are supposed to
IVAN DENISOVICH has suffered gle is a moral one, and he is
be doing In Amalgo, and thus find
a curious anticlimax in the hands humbly aware that in this life
it in our hare-brained
hearts to
Apathetic student? Contempo- of the American reading public one maintains personal dignity
gIve attention and respect to (a)
FresJunan Solution
rary need for an agent, or a third and has disappeared into relative only through love, work, and creour elected representatives, and
'InapproprIAte'
voice? More questions are posed obscurity in four short months. ativity. Shukovftndsacertainsat.
(b) our fellow students, are we,
than resolv,ed. Discussion was
The story of lvan's day is.a de- isfaction, almost excitement In
like certain of the illustrious sen- To the editor:
lors, resign our right to speak up
In Tuesday night's Amalgo, the dropped in an early stage, the tailed narrative account of an or- the use of his hands, be It brick·
in our own behalf in this com- freshman brought out the valid meeting was adjourned, but the dinary man's fight for physical laying, sewing, or carpentry; he
munIty of rule and honor.
point that it has been more dilfi· problem still exists and must be and moral survival in the grim- convinces us of a genuine sym.·
mest of modern human conditions pathy for the "outsiders" as well
• Sandy Holland '65 cult for freshmen to get to know recognized and dealt with.
Suzan Dill '65 next to Buchenwald-the concen- as his companions, and ev.en won·
each e:ther this yeal1'. It was their
tration camp of Stalinist Russia. ders if one isn't better off in the
right to say this and to their
We accompany Shukov, unjustly camp, building a life in the prescredit that they did, However, we
condemned to a ten-year sentence ent, free from the anxieties of
SenIor DIsappointed
do not feel that their solution is
for spying with the Germans, the past and future. He retires
Studenbi Tha.nked for Books
To the editor:
appropriate. When t"- professor
through a biting five o'clock rev· contented, thinking, "He'd had a
calls us MIss X" h~ Is showing To the editor:
eille, the endless and humiliating lot of luck today. They hadn't put
I wish to express my disap· us the same respect that we show
searches, friskings,
roll - calls, him in the cooler. The gang
Early
last
week
Connecticut
polntment that the last Amalgo him by clullng him by his last
of this school year was such a name. This sign of respect for COllege received. a rewarding let- counts, and recounts, the long hadn't been chased out to work
display of what might be termed the Individual should not be sac· ter of appreciation from the Dav- marches to frigid work sites, the in the Socialist Community DeImmaturity.
Does each student rificed for the sake of getting to id Livingstone Teacher Training meager and nauseating meals in velopment. He'd finagled an
He'
College in Northern
Rhodesia. crowded steaming mess halls. We bowl 01 mush -at noon ...
feel that her own thoughts about know one's fellow classmate .•
participate in his little schemes felt good making the wan: Til
the remarks made by each person
If a student Is interested In get· Africa.
to get tobacco and an extra bowl hadn't found that piece of st
who has the floor are so impor~
"Recently we had 'Christmas.'
tant tllat she must express these ting to know a classmate, it is It was the day the eighteen mall of gruel, to conceal a piece of In the frisk ... He bought some
thoughts to her neigb!bor, thus quite easy to use the Bluebook, bags of books from your school bread, string, or a sliver of steel tobacco. And he'd gotten over
in the barracks, to save a friend that sickness. There were three
contributing to a mass of private the Freshman Directory, or sim·
at David Livingstone from the
ply ask the student her name. arrived
can," and to guard his thousand six hundred. and fifty·
conversations which create only Informality does often come with Teacher Training College. We've <lpackage from
home." We meet three days like this in 'his sen·
confusion? Are so many state- smaller classes at the more ad- been Ih.aving a wonderful time other companjons: the Command· tence, from reveille to lights out.
ments
and! occurrences
really vanced level or in seminars and ever since. Th~ books are wonder· er, unjustly condemned, like Shu· The three extra ones were belliIIlusing? And is 'hissing a crude should not be expected In the ful, and the 'selectIon much bet· kov, for spying; the gang boss cause of leap years ... " One is
and unfeminine fann of expres- larger classes.
ter than I had dreamed they Tiurin, guilty of being the son of reminded of Camus' Sysiphus,
sion, called for at these meetings?
could be. Being -an American myPerhaps some would say that ex·
ThIs is not to suggest that the self it is a real tre.at to see so a Kulak, the fanatical young Bap- Chekov's craftsmanship and his
in
pression of any kind Is better problem of getting to know stu· many American books. American tist Alyoshka; the nameless but unforgettable message--even
than no expression at all, but I dents does not exist, but that the books are among the best bound, noble "old man," still refusing to Siberia one can live.
certainly
hope that In future solution lies as much with the hest illustrated and printed on ------------------------Amalgos this expression will be student as with the professor.
some of the best paper of books many appreciative words for Con· in which the writer asks for a
displayed In a more orderly and
Susan Allan '64
anywhere in the world ... I could
and pen·pal. The boys' requirements
respectful manner, respectfUl not
Karen Mathiasen '64 write pages on kind and appre- necticut College students
faCUlty members. Enclosed is one for pen-pals range from lOayoung,
only to the President of Student
Jane TIsher '64
ciative words that have been of the more channing letters.
beautiful girl who is between 16
Government, but also to fellow
spoken by students and staff as IlDear Comrades,
and 23" to a girl who Ills interest·
students who are trying to under·
they browsed through the books
"I thank you ali for the tre- ed in indoor and outdoor social
stand what Is taking place at
but I'll just tell you one or two mendous gift of varied books activities, Christianity and poli·
Amalgo.
Freshman Dorms Chsmploned and a little later some of the stu·
which have enriched. our library tics."
May I also say that many of
dents will be writing to you, One far beyond my expectation.
If the students of Connecticut
the seniors did not wish to be To the editor:
of the most common questions,
HI presume this exhibition of College continue this new·found
As
was
mentioned
in
Amalgo,
dismissed from Amalgo before
'Who sent these? Why?' The next
friendship with the David Livingthe underclassmen. two of the perhaps this is the wrong time remark, fAmericans are very amity will continue eternally.
"How merry I would be If I stone College, It Is clear that we
reasons being that we still are of year to deal with the problems kind.' I know you put a lot 9f
members of Connecticut College inherent in the freshman dilem· thought, love: time, and money had a pen pal from your Col· will be able to benefit as much
from their Ideas as they will from
and thus maintain an interest in rna of only formally recognizing into this project. It has all 'been lege!
"Yours truly,
the written Ideas we have sent
aspects of the college other than a classmate as Miss so-and-so. Ad- deeply appreciated and they have
"Graylin Patrick Katenle" them.
our own particular studies, and journing the meeting and neces· accompllshed what you Intended
Sue Peck '65
This letter is not the only one
that we were aware that we sarily dropping the discussion of -you have made us aware of the
~
_
would be able to find ten extra the freshman proposal caused fur· fact that on ·the other side of the
minutes of study somewhere amid ther frustration, concern over the Atlantic there are people who 'do
the happenings of the next day, issue, and resulted in an unsat· love and care-people
who are
carlotta Wilsen '63 isfied feeling which will only be- good neighbors even though we
come more intense during "din_ may never meet.
ner-table" conversations. That the
"If any of you should be prlv·
dilemma is an actuality Is ev}
dent; the "proposal." however, ileged to come to Central AfrIca
Apology Oflered
smacks of ambIguity and touches we'd be dellghted to have you
upon deeper problems that that visit our campus.
To the editor:
of
not knowing a classmate's first
"Because I know no better
It is with the greater embarrasment that I refer to the motion In name due teachers' employing the word, I say thank you!
Tuesday's AmaIgo that Seniors be f'Miss-form."
"Most sincerely,
excusecl There was no justifica·
The problem of freshmen "get· "MIss Buill T, Hunt (IJbrarIan)"
tion, comprehensives or no com· ting to know" one another is one
prehenslves, for Seniors to be largely outside the realm of fac·
given preferential treatment. Un· ulty conslderati·on. Making ac·
dereIassmenhave
just as much qualntances and forming friend·
We of the committee who col·
work to complete as we do. If we ships are up to the students,
lected
the 800 books for Africa
There
are
many
approaches
to
have not done our work, it Is our
own fault and we had no right to this dilemma of a large class, were very gratified to hear that
be excused from the meeting. On and, without discussing the pos· our shipment had arrIved at its
behalf of those SenIors voting slblllties, I would suggest one so- destination in one piece and in
excellent condition. Several days
'agalnst the motion for the Seniors lution of inexpressible value. The
to be excused I apologize for the answer lies in the existence of later we were overwhelmed to repetulant condUct displayed by freshman dormitorIes. I speak on ceIve about 25 letters from the
behalf of the Wlnthropltes and students of our African school.
some members of our class.
Martha Joynt '63 I'm sure on behalf of ali those These letters were fllIed with

extx.

H

Red White Who?
,

'-
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'The Lion' by Julia Sternbach
ed note: JnIla Sternbach was awarded
l\lemorial ~
tor "The Llon."

the Benjamin

T. Manihall

A lion slipped between the bars and ran away from God's zoo.
And No One could stop him
Lions are built to run; Lions were meant to run; Lions

forever.
He stretched one leg and one leg and then the other two,
His paws spread to hold his weight,
Beneath his coat his muscles strained but he never was winded.
His motion was muscles and power and will.
He ran against the air that tugged at his ears;
He ran against the God that pulled at his tall;
He ran against the pain that came to his chest
running.
...
His was, now, only a steady pace,
One two three four
One, two, three, four.

One one. Two two. Three three. Four four,
The noise was getting louder. That pounding
his. ears.
He twitched his ears and kept on funning.
Nothing chasing him could stop him;
Nothing inside him could stop him;
Nothing around him could stop him.
Suddenly he threw back his head
He roared.
One long laugh he roared.
He hi t a wall.
Anddied.
Dead.
Lions were built to run. Lions were meant to run.
Lions can run forever.
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A Job

Your Career

Be au courant-read

THE ELEANOR SHOP

SPECIAL B¥l·MONTH COURSE
FOR COLLEGE WOMEN

Yarns and Rental Library
Telephone GJ 2·3723
9 Union Street
Imported & Domestic Ya,.,..
Free Knitting Instructions

.For proof of answer (and further
information) write College Dean for
GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

KATHARINE

the Conn

j'

GIBBS

SECRETARIAL.
BOSTON 16, MASS..
Zl Marlborougll Street
rlEW YORK 11, N. V••••
230 Park Avenue
r,tIONTClAIR, N. J ••••
33 Plymouth Street
PROVIDENCE 6, R. I. • • • 155 Anrell Street

.

Fridays 1 ·4
Saturday. 9:30 • 12:30

t

WORK
in NEW YORK.
this SUMMER.

"People
will
that's one to a
clair Lewis.
"Snobs talk as if they had begotten their own ancestors."-

Herbert Agar.

Since 1947 we have provided htghpaying, exciting summer and vacation employment for students
and teachers as stenographers and
typists substituting In New York's
finest omces. Apply in person and
work for:

DAVIDSON'S
EMPLOYERS
Temporary Service

12th Floor 110 W. 34 Street

New York I, N. Y.
NO FEE TO PAY!
CLIP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL

*

NEEDS!

Hotel Reservation.

* *
* *

GI 2·2665

Air Tickets
Summer Vacation Tours
European Tour.
Steamship Ticket.
11 Bank St., New London
KLINGERMAN
Phone GJ 3·2855
For the Best In Travel Servlce
Travel, Inc.

•

••

UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS

(Mirl.og,19 & CCllflpl"ionof at l'Olll y,or of (olleg,)

GRADUATE STUDENTS

ond

FACULTY MEMBERS

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
••• comprising :ISOout.tandi~g Boy•• GirlJ. Brother.SiJ!u
and Co-Ed Camps. located throughout the New England. MId·
dl. Atlantic Stat" and Canada •
• • • INVITES YOUR tNQtnRIES CODcemltlq lummer employmeDl aa Heael
CoWlSeIon. Group Leade,... Specialties. ~'Deral CoUAIelora.

Write. Phone, or Can in PeTlon

Assoclotion of Private CampsMa.well

M. Aluonder.

55 w••t 42nd St... t,

Executiv.

OX5.2656,

Dept. C

Diredor

New York 36, N. Y.

Albert's
STYLING STUDIO
424 Williams St.
New London, Conn.
Your Loveliness is Our Business

/

COURTESY
DRUG STORE
119 State St.

GJ 2-5857

Checlu ea.1uId
Free DeUtlerY

Charge Accou,,"
Photo Detlelopi""
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.Alarmist Exploits Gullibilities
In Anti-Communist Campaign

Nightgown Clad Conn-Q'Blnee
Invade Yale for Bike Races

Josh White Sings:
Performance Bland,
Reviewer Is Bored
As any college girl with even a
modicum of "savvy" should know,
Josh White occupies a low rung
on the ladder of folk muslc authenticity.
Nevertheless,
he bas
an Incontestably
strong appeal;
his virile, velvety voice and astonishing
sklll on
the
guitar
make IIstenln'g to him a pleasure.
During his performance at Palmer Auditorium
last
Sunday,
however, this listener
felt
no
pleasure and can only say that
she was astounded at the consistently enthusiastic response of

On April 29, the Yalie Daily an- the opposition:
Water
Pistols.
nounced that it had invited seven Used with telling accuracy, our
battlegrounds are our Banquet where the curriculum includes
evel')'
girls' schools down to Trumbull riders proceeded to ro~
rooms, Restaurants, ColIee Shops judo, kidnapping,
POI&QN (the
COllege to participate in the An- man that passed. Howevef, as the
and Grocery Markets. Thus the capitals are hers),
and unique
nual Beer and Bike Race. Con- weather was rather hot, it was
Communists protracted eonsptr- murder weapons." Printed alightnecticut was omitted ..•
(It ap- felt that this did more good than
acy for world conquest." Sounds Iy below this. having no apparent
peared that the Yalies felt slight- harm.
good. shall we go on? You are relation to any quotation or retThe race course was 50 m1le8
ed when they discovered that our
about to be let in on one of the erence is written "Readers Di'Spring ThIng' would conflict with long, consisting of six laps. We
most well kept, and perhaps least gest-Jan.
1961."
their arrival here on campus and changed riders about twice each
explainable suggestions of Comwe had therefore asked that they lap, with the exception of the
Bas
Reliable
Soarees
munist subversion, a truly unique
please not come.) Detennined to fifth lap. This lap consisted of
Miss Kraus' sources seem to be
fonn of subversion, for it does
uphold the name of Connecticut, seven long uphill miles, and it
not provide for any living rem- consistently reliable. She has reBeth Murphy and Mimi Rehor de- was here that our stoic friends
nants of subverted persons after printed on the leaflet a letter rethe 'Halt-Fasts' came to our rescided to get a team of enthusiastic
the campaign of extermination. I ceived on June 20, 1962 from ''The
cue. One of their men donned a
riders
together
to
help
us
maincame across this carefully guard- American Communist Party." The
red night shirt and blue peasant
tain
our
reputation
at
Yale.
ed bit of information, which inci- letter begins by saying to Miss
kerchief, and having been equipPromptly 'at 11:30 on saturday,
dentally could have world shak- Kraus, "Of course you are right;
ped with a pistol, was sent 01I to
May
6,
the
Conn·Q·Bines
arrived
ing effects since the Communists for many years the Communist the audience. A complacent per- at Trumbull, resplendent in red ride our lap for us. He was
have already caused some of their Party in America has been exter- former is a bore, no rnatter how Conn College night shirts and cir- dubbed 'The Fair Emily' In honor
leading foes, such as George So- minating those men who most polished or professional his tech- cle pins (worn on the right side of a team member who had been
kolsky (according to my inform- stand in the way of their gaining nlque may be, and Josh WhIte of course).
unable to come, and ~rode in a
Each participating
Hemiant) to have fatal heart attacks, control in the Western
manner befitting a true Conn-Qwas
the
most
self-satisfied
man
I
team
was
to
present
a
five
minSenator McCarthy was
sudden cases of cancer, hepatitis sphere.
Blne. At about this time, one of
have
ever
seen
on
a
stage.
With
ute
skit;
our
team,
feeling
that
and cerebral hemorrhages.
My just one example, Miss Kraus, al- few exceptions, his songs were this was insufficient time to dem- the judges
was overheard
to
though
the
most
disgusting
man
informant is one Sylvia Kraus, of
remark ''Those cute Conn girlsold
stand-bys
and
he
delivered
onstrate
our
acting
abilities,
sang
the Carriage
Antique Shop in we have had to deal with." "I them as such-methodically,
ac- two original songs that had been quite a team they have there,"
New York. Miss Kraus is cour- think you will have to admit that curately, and lifelessly. In short, composed in honor of the occas- (n.
ageously staging a one-man effort we are very clever, so clever, in he went through his routlne: but ion. The first number was based
One of the rules of the
race
against the Communist campaign fact, that I can sit here writing a performer'S duty is to make the on the tune 'Keep Your Chin Up, stated that one member of the
which is
sabotaging, mur- this letter without the slightest routine
seem always
original. Ladies,' from the Broadway must- team must chug a haU.quart of
dering, terrorizing and insidiously bit of fear. It will be just thought Josh White evtdently didn't think cal MIlk a.nd Boney, Some Iiber- beer before the rider for the team
of
by
the
public
as
a
fabrication
liquidating loyal Americans with
Chug-mugs
were
it worth the trouble.
ties were taken with the lyrics, could start.
TA:STELESS
POISONS," while of some crank as paranoic as
used,
and
numerous
toasts
were
IDs
style,
which
varies
only
however,
and
the
title
became:
"Washington
is diverted
with they consider you." "Though you
proposed, with the result that a
slightly
from
number
to
number,
'Keep
Your
Hands
Off,
Yalies!',
think
our
methods
are
'Insidious,'
Cub a, Germany, disarmament
a heavy
reliance
on and was greeted with numerous good deal of the brew was dumpproposals,
nuclear tests, filibus- we feel that they are far more includes
rhythm and insinuating
tntonahisses and other derisive sounds. ed before the signal was even givhumane
than
the
slow
deaths
inters ...
" (?) In a leaflet that
flicted
on
the
masses
by
your
fat
tions. Such an approach is pain- The second number
was more en to start chugging. As a result
Miss Kraus was passing out last
capitalistic
murderers."
"Do
you
fully
inappropriate
in
songs
like
successful,
being
'a
rendition
of of this subtle strategy, we were
Saturday in front of Saks Fifth
a:ble to start well In advance of
think
Russian
scientists
have
"Scarlet
Ribbons"
or
"The
Riddle
the
'Vassar
Hygiene
Song,'
with
Avenue, that haven of capitalist
Song" which, if they must be the new lyrics based on various those who were really trying to
been
sitting
still
all
these
years?
spending,
Miss Kraus explains
sung at all, should be treated men's schools. Cheers of joy and drink it all ; the Rummies!
the origins of this tricky little We now have poisons which can
As each
girl
took
her
gently
and sincerely.
And If glee arose as the Conn-Q·Bines
simulate
the
symptoms
of
sevplan for extermination as follows:
of the
Josh
White proceeded to render their vocal lap, the other members
eral different fatal diseases and there's one thing
"The Communists I a u n c h e d are
quite
untraceable."
How lacks, it's sincerity. His best num- opinions of such bastions of pro- tea m followed in convertibles
TASTELESS POISONS after the clever of Miss Kraus to have de- bers are those in which he can be priety as Harvard
and Trinity. which they had requisitioned. One
Russian Revolution, the process tected this system in action caus- cynical
or subtly
obscene _ The performance
was an im- of the most famous vehicles was
pink
convertible
lacked speed-thus
masterminded
Ing the death of George Sokolsky "Where were you baby, when my mense success, and amid shouts a channing
Adolf Hitler as their dupe and by that theory, heart attack, for heart went out" is a good exam- and whistles
the Conn-Q·Bines which was donated by the 'Half.
tool, by infiltrating
Hitler's re- exposing the Communists' secret pIe.
left the stage and proceeded to Fasts' again, and which carried 10
gime with
Communists
Adolf weapon." The letter is signed by
The final number, "Sam Hall," prepare for the afternoon's
con- Conn-Q-Blnes In their red shirts;
a striking vision indeed as they
Eichmann,
(joined the SS In S.G., G.W., and T.s., "The Amerhe dedicated to himself and al- test.
~
.
fiew along surrounded by Yalles.
We are though the dedication may be a,
1932) Martin Bormann, tipster ican Communist Party."
Beth Murphy was th~ lead-ridThe race ended about five
Eva Braun, etc. To . further the glad that Miss, Kraus has contact standard gimmick it may also be er, and after a smashing st~t
Communists' plot, MASS INDOC· with this organization, which is indicative of his attitude as a per- found herself on tile wrong ~lde afternoon with 'Our last girl. P
TRINATION was their objective. also referred to as ACP, for Conn former. He is a natural for the of New Haven 'C!-ndseven miles Mendelsohn streaking across
Foremost,
declaring a minority census only recently received a ballad, which he presented with off cou:,se. She was finally led to finish line far in advance of 0
closest opponents (and Indeed
group was imperative, else risk letter from the major Communist
satanic insouciance) and when he the flnish of the first. lap by a only opponents) Briarclllr. It was
world intervention-hence
affirm- group in the United States, head- says "Goddamn your eyes," dam- helpful
blue
convertible,
~d heard later <hat the 'CI11I\es' had
ed propaganda-wise Adolf Hitler's ed by Gus Hall, which calis itself mit he means
He T somehow managed to beat Briar(ac,
.
. . . cliff's girl. At this time, one of the cheated most dishonarably,
aversion for Jews. Subsequently "Communist Party, U.S.A."
cepting rides uphill etc.) and were
Communist
Eichmann
was not
""'"'''''''''''''''''''''01'01''''''''''''10,,'''''''''''''''''10'''''
men's
teams,
the
'Half-Fasts,'
sufExplains Oommltments
fered an accident, t.c., their cycle nearly disqualified. Too Bad.
only instrumental
in liquidating
I tried to ask the leader of this
The race had been run, everyhundreds of thousands of Jews
fell apart, and they gallantly ofand Christians alike, but through "WAKE UP AMERICA" movefered their men and cars to us, one was exhausted and well sunWhen
burned, but it was unanimously
submission,
indoctrinated
over ment a few questions.
""""""'"''''''''''01'''''''''''''"''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''
which kindness no doubt contribasked why she was not affiliated
agreed that It had been the big·
uted to our ultimate victory.
five million."
This coming Thursday, May 16,
with any larger anti~Communist
gest and _most fun party of the
During
the
course
of
the
race,
Constructs ('non-argument"
organization Miss Kraus explain- the Athletic Association
will hold the Conn-Q·Bines introduced
a year.
M.B. '65
We must admire Miss Kraus ed that her former partner had the annual AA Banquet
in the deadly secret weapon to befuddle
her commitments
public 'dining room of Wright. The dinfor so cleverly constructing what made
might
be called a "non·argu· and that "they got her." She re- ner is held for ·the AA Club and -;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
ment." It is our hope that the gretted that she was unable to Honor Tearrls. At this time the re- I
above quoted paragraph
makes answer any questions at the time ciplents of the special awards will
FAR EAST HOUSE
no sense to the Connecticut Col- for "today is my distribution day; be announced. The Charlotte Pyle
lege reader. If it does we advise you may, however, come to see Memorial Trophy will be given to
the year. To the
ORIENTAL GIFI'Sthat you consult both your Eng- me at the Shop at any other thebestatbleteof
senior who has contributed most
22 Green Street
lish and government teachers. We time."
l'l_
Coma.
trust that Miss Kraus does not
What a sad commentary on the to AA In her four years will be
,
consider herself either a political basic intelligence of some Amer- presented the Charlotte Pyle Trotheorist or a student of 'European ican citizens that they could even phy. The Perry and Stone Award
history. She does, however, have be suspected
of believing
In· is to be given to the junior who ..
some grasp of the effectiveness tended insinuations such as this, has the most Club Awards. The
Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant
Award
and the C
of alarmism on the man in the which is the final Hcinching point" Freshman
Award
(one
for
a
Soptomore
and
street and of the weaknesses of 01 Miss
Kraus'
leaflet.
"40
110_
understanding
of basic political STRICKEN
AT BORDEN OF· one for a Junior) will be presentHOltan""" ..... LouDee
concepts on the part of many FICE, FOOD POISON, FOOD ed to one girl in each class
n.ncIDg NlPtty ex .... ~
American citizens.
POISON FELLS 95 KIDS CITY who has done the most for AA
~_Banqnet_
during
the year. The banquet
Miss Kraus does make an effort SEARCHES FOR TAINTED
(Special
Winter
Stud..,t Gu...t RuM)
marks
the
culmination
of
AA
ac·
•
to back up her theory with st~ong TUNA AS ANOTHER LOT IS
V,J.C. tlvtties.
factual information.
She pomts, SUSPECTED."
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, NUmtie, Conn,
''WARNING!

II

The Communist

tion 9, for Terror and Diversion,"

•••

in.

Athletic Asides

I'

Lon"-.

~:=:=:=::::::==::::::===~::::::==::::::==~

for example, to a book by E. H.
Cookrldge entitled The Net That
Covers the World which states I.
that,
some 25 of the 200
Soviet schools for the secret pollee specialize in espionage abroad.
The most apt students are selected for an academy in Kuchino,
a Moscow suburb, run by "SecU

•

•

•
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Sarah Lawrence College's
SUMMER

SESSION

1963

IN PARIS

Topic,

MODERN

STARR BROS.

Courses:

History, Literature,
Art History, and Language
Conducted in English except for language and advanced literature classes.

REXALL DRUG STORE
State St., New London

TuItion:

$600

no

For infonnation

GIbson 24461
eoametlcs

CheCka cashed

Photo Dept.

()harge Accoanu.

FRANCE

on the session and travel arrangements write:

Program open to women students in colleges and universities.
Applications received until MAY 31, 1963.
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Call GI3-8439
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Cosmetic Needs
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Free Delivery, Charge Accounts Invited

Commlttee on Summer Sessions
sarah Lawrence College
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DAILY FREE DELIVERY
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Checks Cuhed
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Moderator's Packaging Smart;

Coverage Found Superficial
The second issue of The Moder- commentary
and special section
alIOrwhich was published several for organization's viewpoints are
weeks ago is something of a puz- better-handled than student diszle to discuss.
cussion in this particular article.
The Moderator's handsome cov- Other topics under discussion
er declares that the reader is In this issue include nuciear man
about to examine an "internation- and college grading. There is
al magazine of student convie- aiso a. report on Red ~
and
tion." This sounds pretentious an article by a Bowdom man on
and slick. As the National Stu- the Yale man's god.
dent Association has some sort of
It is a shrewd group of people
pretension to representing Amer- who have designed The Maderaican student opinion abroad, Mod- tor. If it is selling itself to USIA
erator appears to be attempting and Peace Corps and UNEF as
the same sort of panoramic vis- well, as MI:. Lapedes would have
ion. The magazine is trying very us believe, It deserves eongratulahard to sell itself. To the older tions. Let us hope that it can sell
adult world it offers a sophisticat- itself to four million American
ed layout, well known eommenta- undergraduates.
The magazine
tors and advertisers. It appeals should have a long and healthy
to freshmen through David Reis- life if its future staff and audiman; Yalles through C. Vann ence are as intelligent as its presWoodward and to student organ- ent staff and audience. and if they
Izers, especially
Challengers grow in nwnber.
through Kenneth Keniston. Actually, a closer look reveals that
commentators' articles are well
•
integrated with other meaty
statements by people with' less
selling power.
Nelson Brooks will speak on
More "sell" is found in the let- the Teaching of Modern Lanter from the publisher, Mr. Rich· guages at a program sponsored
ard Lapedes. Here the reader is by the language clubs of the Edureally convinced that the maga- cation Department, Wednesday,
zine and its staff want to turn May 15, at 8:00 in the Crozierwhatever pretensions the maga- Williams Main Lou n g e. Dr.
zines may have into realities.
Brooks,"'who is presently associThe company which publishes ate professor of French and dI·
The Moderator is affiliated with rector of the Swnmer Language
U.S.N.S.A. (A strike in favor of Institute at Yale, has taught ex-.
NSA;) The Moderator has worked tensively at both the university
s'trenuo\lSly to attach itself to and \ the secondary levels and
student movements, federal agen· has pUblished a number of arti·
cles and international organiza· cles and the book Language and
tions. According to the publish- Language Learning. A staunch
er,
ableth~
success.
magazine h~ had remark· insists
advocatethat
of the
the direct
neophyte
method,
be exhe

N Brooks to Speak

To Language Clubs

The gE;!neralmethod of viewing
a topic through the categories of
student discussion, editorial and
-~l..\ commentary is a hard one to use.

To Join Faculty' of
Psych Department

Bernard I. Murstein presently
Associate Professor at University
of Connecticut will join the psy.
chology department next year.
He comes to Connecticut College

tion to adjourn. It was seconded.
Discussion was called for: one
student felt that. Amalgo should
not be adjourned as a legitimate
discussion had not been eompleted. Several students pointed out,
the apropos of we are not sure
what, that the group was showing no respect for the Chairman,
'no respect for the freshman, and
no respect for Robert. A vote on
the Motion to adjourn was taken,
and the Motion was defeated.

from the University of Connecti.The discussion to have faculty
c~t. where he is curren~y 3580- members call students by their
c~ate professor .of family
first names was continued. MANY
nons. Before this Mr. Murstem opinions were voiced.
served on the faculties of the
S

reI:a-1

University of Portland, Louisiana
State University. the University
of Texas, and was a member of
the staff of the Louisiana Child
Guidance Center.
Mr. Murstein received a United
States Public Health Fellowship
Stipe-nd in 1954-55, was made Fellow in the Society for Projective
Techniques in 1959,and A. B. E. P.
P. Diplomate in Clinical Psychology in 1961. He is a member
of the American Psychological
Association, the Society for Projective 'Techniques, the National
Council on Family Relations, and
the Eastern Psychological Assodation, and, held a two-year grant
from the National Institute of
Mental Health to do research on
"The Role of the Stimulus on the
Ass e ssm e n if: of Personality
Through Thematic Fantasy Techniques." In addition to presentatton of 18 papers and publication
of over 30 articles, Mr. Murstein
is'the author of one book. Theory
and Research in Projective TechDiques, and is preparing another.
Basic ReadJngs in the Projective
Techniques.

. udde~y from the rear c~e
the Motion to e~cuse the seruors
from the meeting .. AP'p~ently
they were very anXIOUS.It was.
~nded.
~ver.al st:udents questlOned.the justiflcatton
for such
an acti0:n. A vote was taken. on
the Motion to excuse ~e seniors
from Amalgo. The Motion was de-

, . is exactly the opposite of what
the AIDerican Negro hopes for.
Secondly, there is the justification that the Black State "would
not be a closed society." Third,
there is the statement that the
Black State would provide N...
groes with a" 'do-or·die' situation:
goat for
they failure."
would have
The n.o
editorial.
scape-

"

,

special "NIKON MEDICAL
SCHOOL
MICROSCOPE"
brochure
and special. di..
count offer for students en·
tering medical school. Ex·
clusive 'in New Eugland at
FERRANTI-DEGE, INC.
1252 Mass. Ave.
Harvard Square
Cambridge, Mass.
Phone KI 7-8600

Schriner '65, will present a duo
piano recital Sunday, May 12, at
3:30 p.m. in Holmes Hall. Their
program will consist of selections
from the various musical periods.
and will include the Sonata In D
Major by Mozart, Variations on a
Theme by Beethoven by saint
Saens, and En Blanc et Mol by

Debussy.
Elizabeth is the musical direetor and accompanist for Junior
Show and has written much of its
score. Eunice recently wrote and
performed selections at LymanAllyn Museum during Arts Weekend.
_
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Buys Her

accessories. Guaranteed ae..
ceptance
at all medical
schools. Call or write for

Elizabeth Kady '64, and Eunice

A anxious.
fr~slunan then \ suggested
was
that the faculty members should
CinemaScoop
be asked to call students by their
first names. This she unhurriedly
""" ,,"',,"'
"" """" " noted would not make relation~
GARDE
with faculty more intimate, but
the advanced
'ACK'"
,~
would allow students to learn
Of SIX
•
Thru May 11th
th
Love is a Ball
each 0 ers first names. In anconcept in
S'---way
swer to dthis,t it
. ht c onE
trol
..~n~'" In L~e Sky
d was
t thsuggested'
ha by
welg
a secon s u en
at we
ve
Thru May 14th
•
Flve Miles to Midnight
no right to tell our professors
'
i
how
TIm their classes.
Starts May 15th
Outto of
nowhere came the MOo
,
•
E
The Ugly American
i
CAPITOL
GI 3-7395
E
Thru May 11th
OTTO AIME'ITI
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E D
~
Nine Hours to Barna
;
Young GUns of Texas
Ladie.' and Gentlemen'.
Free Delivery
:.~
Thru May 14th
C
T
-85 5
Yellow Canary
"
... t 0m ailoring
Bank Street at Pearl
GI 2
7
6 S_ta_te_S_t_.
The Day Mars Invaded the Earth
8__
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,She,

NIKON MICROSCOPES SPECIAL
OFFER FOR
SEN lOR
PRE·MEDICAL
STIJDENTS. Superb quality
by the makers of the world
famous NIKON camera and

Two Music Majors
To Present Recital

WATCH TlDS SPACE!!
ha,:mg faculty call students by
theI~ first nan;es. Apparently no
o.nehad anything 10 sa?,,: the Motion was made to adjourn and
was seconded. A Moti0r: was then -------------''-ma?e to table the .Motion to ad- Reduced Rate for College Girll
journ and take .an informal show
of hands on the proposal to 'ask
ROCCO'S
faculty members to call .students
BEAUTY SALON
by ~eir first n~es. The Motion
to table the Motion w3;Ssecond~,
85 State
GI3·2138
voted upon and earned. An Inen
formal 'Showof (hands was 1!a.k: .
Apparently some students tp.mk,· 1
that faculty merr:bers should ca;ll The
Way to Be Remembered
students by then- first names;
others d.o not.
.
House of Cards
A Motion WB,& made to adJourn;
50 State Street
it was seconded, and carried. We

posed only to listening to and
(continued trom Page One)
speaking the new tongue, with 1_____________
reading and wrIting deferred un· sion of library hours was not put
til the ear training and speech into effect. She sounded ,anxious

'..
11""' .. 11".. "'" ,
reached.

9, 1963

feated,
.
. The ~oor was again opened ~or
disc~ssIOn on the Issue Involvlng

~.~~~ :C":;;;~f t~~I::d~~I:C~
~~:'~~e a:;st!:~~rb~e;\r~:;;:
~O"~~~he~~~::~~~~~~i~
a White American" tries to be in· ton or any mixture of languages in the He Book" was to become
onnative.
non-partisan .and rep- until quite an advanced stage is effective. By this time everyone

e result isalla at
rather
garbled
ar·
resentative
the same
time.
. icle containing too few facts to
•
~ .. "~
truly valuable. The best fact
which. we find is that there are
200,000 sympathizers
with the
Black Muslims movement-if this
is, indeed. a fact. Statements giv.
en as justifications for a Black
State . .are truly nonsensical.
As a
.
tranSItion stage, it is SaId that the
Black State would provide the
Negro
with
a sense whether
of "cultural
identity."
I wonder
this

May
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exam .•• pencil .•. paper
proc~9r ••• time .•. begin
think •••blank ... tick tick
guess .••tick tick .•. wri·te
tick tick •••h~rry•••finish
time .• •pause ....
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take a break •••thlngs go better with Coke
1IlfoM._.
Bottled under the authority of The Caca..CoIa Company b,: I

Coca·CoIa Bottling

Co.

of New London,

New London. Conn.

Inc.
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